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Translation:
Report on the Missouri FoxTrotter in the Spanish horse magazine "El mundo del caballo" Nr.32, 2003 by
Pilar Massaguer photo: Miller Ranch/Guenter and Ingrid Littwins
Missouri Fox Trotter
At the beginning of the 19th Century in the forest mountain of the Ozarks, Missouri (USA) folks developed a
breed in their kind that was unique. The settlers, who needed a particularly persistent horses with safe legs, on
whom one could put great distances on the horses back and still be comfortable. This is its special characteristic
the strange gait.
Gaits which admits today as "Paso llano", "ambladura", "Paso fino", "trocha" etc. is, had the majority of the horses
in colonial America. Summarized these were called simply "andadura", although also the designation was
generally used "ambladura" for it.
Different written and figurative documents over the horse and its applications show that horses with smooth 4 beat
gaits in the old cultures of China, of Persia Greece and Rome were estimated already. Before the 17th Century
only very few horses had both in Europe as well as in America no "yield courses". Equine that went in the trot
were at one time called one "bone crushers". Without a doubt, up to the year 1600 it was to be found difficult, a
horse, which went in the trot, while in the 18th Century hardly one was to be found, the trot? What happened in
this short time that such a radical conversion took place? Mainly, this was due to the increasing employment as a
course animal as a riding horse and the beginning that the horse was running in Europe. Nevertheless in the
colonial America further the horses with "soft courses" were bred.
Some the first course horse breed in the new world, like the Narraganset, today become extinct, or the Canadian,
has later according to the local conditions,
other breed place made. Missouri became 1821 Federal State. The first settlers, who arrived there were
from Mississippi and established their selves in the Ozark - mountains. The majority came from the colonies and
plantations from Kentucky and Virginia and brought their most valuable properties also, among them their best
riding horses. Direct descendants of the Canadian, and plan day horses out of the south around Morgan's. Later
then Saddlebred, Tennessee Walker and Standardbred came.
Very fast it turned out that the horses, which the broken gait, now known as the Foxtrot, was most suited for the
stony and wooded mountains of the Ozarks. With selection and special consideration on breeding this
characteristic began.
That is the reason, why the Foxtrot became, in this area, to most estimated gait. With the Foxtrot the signal
element sequence is diagonal, in contrast to the other lateral gaits.
The diagonal gaits are safer, therefore the Missouri Fox Trotter could move itself easily and with large slip
resistance in this difficult area.
Beyond this special gait, this horse, bred in the Ozarks possessed still another good quality, for which it became
much estimated: its "cow since". The State of Missouri was a large cattle producer and therefore was always
important that their assisted when operating cattle.
The Missouri Fox Trotter was not only from the cattle breeders of the Ozarks a highly desired horse; also, people
which used the horse only as progressive movement, like country doctors, mail carriers and County Sheriffs, also
desired these qualities.
When the cars made the use of horses redundant, the Missouri Fox Trotter survived, owing to the cattle breeders of
the region, who performed their work with the cattle further with these horses, with which their breed and their
employment were continued.
Different, famous breed lines from the Missouri Fox Trotter are well-known in the whole Ozarks, and into today's
time inside names enjoy as "Copilot by Bottoms", "Dia. Moon", "Bremmers", "talk Bucks", "Chiefs", "Steel
Dusts", "Cold of deck" and many more a good reputation among the breeders of this breed. "Old Fox" was one the
most influential Stallion of this breed. His colour was sorrel, he drove cattle his whole life at the beginning of the
20-century in the south of Missouri and in the north of Arkansas.
Strongly and willingly
The Missouri Foxtrotter is a good and strong form to exhibit, well-muscled and weight carriers are. Its head, with
straight profile, is attractively and finely, with large, far apart standing, gentle and shining eyes. The well formed
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ears are of middle length, finely and pointedly approaching, the nose narrowly, and a tapered muzzle. The neck is
curved and something put up of middle length, with the stallions, is highly carried, with a good transition to a
clearly defined withers and well bent shoulders. The trunk penetrated briefly and continues in a strong rear spar
and. The croup is approximately and well muscled. The chest is broad and deep, with well curved ribs.
The legs are muscular straight, with good joints and clearly defined chords. The hooves are formed, hard and
strongly good and stand in good relation to the size of the animal.
The skin is close, with somewhat rough hair, as also the tail, which has a somewhat high beginning.
According to the genetic variety, from which this breed developed, Fox Trotters can be seen in all colours.
Although the sorrel is most frequent, there are also black horses, chestnuts ones and Palominos are rather
numerous. The breed also recognizes spotted horses, Tobianos, Overos and Sabinos; however less frequent colours
as nearly purely knows, el rodado plateado (iron mould)and champagne.
The Missouri Fox Trotter is an obedient, willing friendly horse with a good character and likes to work. It
represents an ideal riding horse for children, beginners and experienced riders.
The gaits
If there is a characteristic, by which one recognizes the Missouri Fox Trotter immediately, then most assuredly it
would be that which its name expresses, the Foxtrot; a singular gait, of which the breed became so well known.
In order to understand the definition of this gait, is important it to recognize how horses move. The trot is the most
frequent gait except the step. The horse implements the trot in a diagonal 2-beat movement, by moving a front leg
and the opposite hind leg at the same time.
This action causes a jerky movement, which one finds with all horses, which do not control the soft gaits. This
pushing arises as a result of the free fall of the animal, if it changes from a diagonal pair of legs on the other one,
as also from the necessary height for the execution of this change.
In contrast to it, the horse remains with all "soft gaits" at least with a foot always on the soil. The animal is
supported, the free case avoided and beyond that arises particularly comfortable riding.
A horse with "special gait" (gaited horse), moves more efficiently than one which does not have these
characteristics, particularly since the animal does not energy, over against the force of gravity "to fight" and is not
subject to the "free case". Therefore course horses seem more prone to a natural resistance than their fox trotting
brothers.
Mostly, the "special gait" contains lateral signal element sequences, while the Foxtrot represents the only diagonal
pace. The rhythm of this pace results from the fact that the front leg affects the soil 1/2 second before the hind leg
lying opposite.
The sliding action of the hind legs, with each step under the emphasis of the horse as well as the shoulder action
and long expenditure while the front legs push it. This is the reason for the fact that this gait is so soft. The
movement of the Missouri Fox Trotters looks as if the horse is walking with the front legs and trotting with the
hind legs.
The signal element sequence of the Foxtrots should be accompanied by a pitch motion of the horse head, which is
necessary, thus the horse during progressive movement, will be able to balance it self.
The Missouri Fox Trotter moves with great ease, rhythm and style; also, the normal walk and trot are fairly fast
and are developed into a snappy motion. However, the canter is slow and somewhat held back in order that the
desired comfort is maintained for an excellent ride.
The Association
The Missouri Fox Trotter Breeder Association was founded in 1948 with 15 people around Missouri. Their goal
was to promote this unique breed and gait. After numerous entries in the breed book a fire destroyed all
registration records and as a result the association had to be recreated in 1958.
At present there are approximately 52,000 registered Missouri Foxtrotter, distributed on the USA, Canada, Austria
and Germany; not to mention that soon 6 will call Spain their home.
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The association headquarters is in Ava, Missouri; each year in June they sponsor the "Three Years old Futurity
Show". However, the most important event is the "Celebration" which is held the first Sunday in September for 7
days. During this Show the horses participate in different disciplines in the show ring to determine the Champion.
Great versatility
The Missouri of the Fox Trotters has the ability to travel long distances at a constant speed with great perseverance
and at the same time give the rider a very comfortable trip. All these things have made the Missourian Fox Trotter
the ideal riding animal for trips, parades, shows and trails. As proof of this was a perseverance ride, which a group
with 5 horses travelled in the Rocky Mountains over a distance of 2,700 miles. Three of the horses were Missouri
Fox Trotters and each was regarded as the best horses on this long ride.
On distance rides, the Missouri Fox Trotter has proven efficiency in one day, by successful participation in the 100
mile famous Tevis Cup. Its gentle character makes it an ideal riding animal for the whole family; whereby it can
be used beyond that - also with good results before the car and for jumping. In former times the settlers behind
their track dogs rode them on the hunt, and these horses mastered bravely all obstacles.
Summary: The Missouri Fox Trotter is a former "Ranch-Horse", which developed to an important competitor in
the Western disciplines. One can understand this easily as participants with Western Pleasure, Trail, Reining or
Calf Roping.
At performance shows designated for the Missouri Fox Trotters, they will measure the horses regarding the quality
of their gaits. The Fox Trotters are shown with a western saddle and English bridles in brilliant colours and some
will have rhinestones brow bands and nose bands. The mane is loose and decorated with "show ribbons" that are
characteristic to this breed.
Approximately 700 Missouri Fox Trotter are used by the Forest service in the USA. Furthermore one can
find them frequently on the Guest Ranches, which offer holidays for tourists.
The versatility of this horse brought in the designation of "Cadillac" of the horse world along with the Missouri
Fox Trotters special and comfortable gait.
Picture texts
-

Fig. 1: "Black velvet", a Missouri Fox Trotter stallion, a black horse, which was World Grand champion of
the breed.
Fig. 2: (beside it) this horse can put large distances back at constant speed and is very comfortable for the
rider.
Fig. 3 (Lothar with German-flies a flag): With this special breed Shows it concerns the quality of the
courses
Fig. 3 (2 horses): Two of the six Missouri Fox Trotter, which gives it in Spain and which belongs to Guenter
and Ingrid Littwins in Malaga.
Fig. 4 (black horse before judge tent in Ava the different genetic background of this breed occur practically
all colours): Foxes are most frequent.
Fig. 5 (black horse at the owner, under: Wean also their number is still small, the race is unique in their
kind.
Fig. 6: The typical head of the race, here at "Mo Travis" represented.
Fig. 7: Beautiful head the Missouri Fox Trotter mare "Magic", colour "roan pinto", of Guenter and Ingrid
Littwins
Fig. 8: Three copies of the breed on one of the Miller Ranch organized ride in the Grand Canyon
Fig. 9: "Travelling Gypsy" Missouri a Foxtrotter mare on the Celebration in Ava shows its special gait, the
Foxtrot completely clearly.
Fig. 10: The Missouri Fox Trotter "Sun", black-and-white Pinto Tobiano of Guenter and Ingrid Littwins.
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